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Introduction
With the increasing use of touch sensitive screens, humancomputer interactions are evolving. New interaction methods have been designed to take advantage of the new potential of interaction offered by those interfaces. Among them, a new concept has recently appeared: to associate commands to gestures (see Figure 1 ). Those gesture commands [1, 2] enable users to execute various actions simply by drawing the associated symbols. Previous studies [3, 4] have shown that enabling customization is essential to help user memorization of gestures. In order to use such gesture commands, a handwritten gesture recognition system is required. Moreover, if gestures are customized, the classifier has to be flexible and able to learn with very few data samples.
Gesture commands give rise to a cross-learning situation where the user has to learn and memorize the gesture set, and the classifier has to learn and recognize drawn gestures. Enabling customization of the gesture commands is essential for user memorization. On the other hand, enabling users to choose their own gestures may lead to commands with similar or strange gestures that are hard to recognize by the classifier. We must assist the user to avoid similar gestures during this definition step, by providing a dynamic feedback on potential confusion risks [5] . Moreover, we can't expect users to draw much more than a few gesture samples per class, so the classifier must be able to learn with very few data. A lot of very powerful classifiers exist, like Support Vector Machines or Neural Networks for example. However, such offline systems don't improve during their use and don't evolve with the user writing style. Indeed, novice users usually draw gestures slowly and carefully, but as they become more and more expert, users draw their gestures more fluidly and rapidly. In that case, we want the classifier to adapt to the user, and not the other way round! More flexibility in a classifier requires an online system, a system that learns from the run-time data flow and adapt to its changes.
Evolving classification systems have explored in the last decade to meet the need for classifiers that work in changing environments [6, 7] . They use online learning algorithms to adapt to the data flow and cope with class adding (or removal) at run-time. Some evolving template matching classifiers exist, like the $1 classifier [8] for instance; and some simple systems, such as nearest neighbors classifiers, or Bayesian classifiers, can be made incremental easily, but their performances are quite limited on complex tasks. This work is based on a much more powerful classifier -namely Evolve [9] -which is an evolving first order fuzzy inference system [7] . It can start learning from scratch, and then learns incrementally in real time from the run-time data flow, to adapt its model and to improve its performance during its use.
The online learning algorithm is a supervised algorithm that requires labeled data. However, labeling data without errors require user interactions, and soliciting the user has a cost. Labeling interactions are annoying for the user and reduces gesturecommands fluidity. In this context, the optimization of user-system interaction is complex (user and system cross-learning), but essential for gesture command recognition. This paper focuses on the online active supervision of the evolving classifier learning, to train the classifier during its use at minimal cost. This paper presents a novel online active learning supervisor -namely IntuiSup -which optimizes user-system interactions in online learning situations. The IntuiSup supervisor combines two supervision strategies:
• an implicit supervision strategy,
• an explicit supervision strategy.
Two explicit supervision strategies are presented in this paper:
• ESU: Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty,
• B-ESU: Boosted Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty.
First contribution of this paper is the online active supervisor IntuiSup that combines implicit and explicit supervision mechanisms, to optimize user interactions and system learning. In the context of gesture command recognition, the only way of knowing the true label of a gesture is to interact with the user (explicitly or implicitly). However, soliciting the user after each command cancel the very interest of gesture commands! The implicit supervision strategy consists of taking advantage of implicit validations of system recognitions by the user: if he continues his action without canceling or undoing the executed command, he implicitly validates the recognition. The explicit supervision consists of asking the user to explicitly validate the recognized command, to obtain data label and be able to train the classifier.
Second contribution is the new algorithm for explicit supervision: the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm. The ESU algorithm uses the classifier confidence to make the sampling decision (in a similar way than a reject option). The user is solicited to obtain data true label when the confidence of the recognition is low. A low confidence means that the data sample is complex to recognize, and it is very important to be able to learn from complex data. The ESU sampling algorithm makes the sampling evolve dynamically to adapt the supervision to system learning and environment changes. Selecting data samples that have a low recognition confidence allows to reduce recognition errors. Although, a selected gesture may be better than a wrong command, it is not desirable to have a lot of user interactions either. There is a trade-off between the number of errors and the number of user interactions.
Third contribution is the boosting method that enhance the previous sampling algorithm to make B-ESU (Boosted -Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty). We designed a learning boosting method that improves system learning speed, during both initial learning and concept drifts (environment changes). In our evolving context, each selected data sample represents an additional labeled data sample available for the classifier learning. As a consequence, it is important to select enough data to improve the classifier efficiently, at least before the learning process has converged. More precisely, it is interesting to select more data at the beginning of system learning, to quickly improve system performance, and then to reduce the sampling rate. In the same way, when concept drifts appear, the sampling rate is raised to fasten system evolution and adaptation to the changes.
We evaluate our approach, and our three contributions, on the publicly available ILG Data Base [10] of customized gesture commands. This database is very interesting for two main reasons. First, gestures are chronologically ordered (in their drawing order) which enables to see the evolution of user writing styles with time. Second, for the majority of the database, gesture classes were freely chosen by the writers themselves (see Figure 6 ). These reasons make this database unique and representative of the real use of an online classifier used for gesture command recognition. The experimentation we conducted shows the effectiveness of our approach for the online active supervision of an evolving classifier of customized gesture commands.
This paper is organized as follows. We present in Section 2 the state-of-the-art in the field of online classification, as well as in the field of active learning. Section 3 describes the architecture of our evolving fuzzy classifier, and its incremental learning algorithm. We detail in Section 4 the new IntuiSup supervisor which combines implicit and explicit supervision. Section 5 presents the new Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm to make the explicit supervision evolve. Next, Section 6 details the new boosted method B-ESU that we designed to optimize user interactions. Finally, we present the results of our realistic experimentation, and show the improvements induced by our approach with our three contributions, in Section 7. Section 8 concludes and discusses future work.
Online Classification State-of-the-Art
In this work, we use an evolving classification system, with an incremental learning algorithm, that smoothly follows all changes in the data stream, but different approaches also exist. This section presents an overview of the state-of-the-art in the fields of online classification, as well as in the field of active learning. It will show the interest of an evolving system for online classification, present the main active learning problems and discuss the different architectures that can be used.
Online Classification and Evolving Systems
Several approaches can be considered to tackle the problem of changing data stream classification (online classification): re-learning the system, using a sliding window, having an online learning classifier or using an evolving ensemble of weak classifiers [11] . If all approaches are interesting and have different advantages, not all are suitable for customized gesture command recognition.
A first and simple approach is to train a new classifier each time new data samples are available. As a consequence, this approach can be quite effective on a stream where data arrives in chunks, or when few recognition are made [12] , but it cannot be considered for fast data streams that require quick and continuous adaptation. Obviously, this approach is very expensive, both in term of computational cost and memory requirement, which makes it unsuitable for gesture commands recognition. Additionally, keeping all data will not be relevant when changes happen in the data stream, and changes will happen as the user get use to the gesture command system.
A method to adapt to concept drifts in the data stream is to use a sliding window that only contains most recent data samples [13] [14] . The use of a sliding window also has the advantage of limiting both the computational cost and the memory requirement. When using a sliding window of data, there is a trade-off between the reactiveness and the precision of the system. A short window guarantees a quick adaptation to concept drifts, but will limit recognition performance; and a long window ensures enough learning data to minimize the error rate, but will lengthen system adaptation to changes. Using a sliding window is possible, but relearning the classifier each time a new gesture is drawn is definitely not the most efficient way of recognizing gesture commands.
A second approach is to monitor the data stream to detect any change -the so-called concept drifts -and trigger an adaptation mechanism to modify the classifier accordingly. This method is efficient when changes are occasional, and stable periods quite long between those concept drifts. Some drift detectors are based on changes in the probability distribution of the data samples [15] , and others on changes in the classification accuracy [16] . In our case, this method isn't appropriate since we not only want our system to adapt to abrupt concept drifts, but also to smoothly follow slow concept shifts.
We have very few initial learning data, so we need an online learning system -an evolving classifier -that will incrementally learn during its use. Moreover, an evolving system, with an incremental learning algorithm, will smoothly follow any changes in the data stream. Most acknowledged requirements for online evolving systems are:
• each data sample must be processed only once,
• memory and computing time must be limited,
• system learning can be interrupted and its quality shouldn't be altered.
Some simple and well-known classifiers are incremental by nature, like the Bayes classifier and the Nearest Neighbor classifier [17] , even if the later require a forgetting mechanism to limit the complexity growth. Some more complex systems are designed to learn online, to adapt their model in a fast and efficient manner to be able to learn incrementally and in realtime. Among those system, we can note the Fuzzy Rule Based Systems [6, 7] , Learning Vector Quantization [18] , Neural Networks [19] and some Decision Trees [20] [21] . Such evolving system perfectly correspond to the requirements induced by the context of gesture command recognition. Another approach that should be mentioned is the use of an ensemble of weak classifiers, whose predictions are combined to make the final decision [22] . Ensemble of classifiers can be evolving at different levels. First, the combination can evolve, to adapt the weights assigned to the different individual classifiers [23] . Second, the individual classifiers can be evolving systems themselves, and adapt to the data stream [24] . Third, the ensemble itself can evolve, some individuals can be removed from the ensemble, and new ones can be added, trained on most recent data [25] . Even if ensemble classifiers are powerful, they aren't as efficient as evolving system to learn from very few data.
Customized gesture command recognition requires an evolving classifier. Moreover, the supervision of the online learning process requires an active learning strategy.
Active Learning
The idea of active learning is that the learning system itself will choose which data samples will be used for the learning [26] . A classifier can achieve equivalent performance with only part of the learning data, if those data have been correctly chosen. Active learning is motivated by the fact that obtaining labeled data for learning is costly, which is definitely the case in the context of customized gesture command recognition.
Active learning problems can be divided in three categories:
• query synthesis problems,
• pool sampling problems,
• stream sampling problems.
In the case of query synthesis problems, it is the learner that generates the data sample that will be labeled, from the input space [27] . The generated sample can be the juxtaposition of any values within the feature ranges. However, this way of proceeding isn't appropriated for symbols recognition, as generated samples will often be unrecognizable characters with no semantic meaning.
Pool sampling are the active learning problems where the learner has to choose a subset of samples to be labeled from a pool [28] . In pool sampling problems, the learner can only get the labels of a small number of samples, but it can also use the unlabeled samples with some semi-supervised learning algorithm. The pool sampling scenario applies to batch problems, but not to online problems.
A online classification task implies the last scenario, socalled stream sampling. It means that data samples arrive in a stream and the learner has to decide, on a sample per sample basis, if it wants the current sample to be labeled [29] [30] [31] . This is definitely the problem we face in gesture command learning: to decide after each gesture command if it will be interesting to learn from this gesture, and then ask the user for its true label.
For any of the above mentioned active learning problems, the learner has to make the so-called sampling decision, to decide which are the samples that will be used for learning. The most common way of making this decision, called uncertainty sampling, is to query the label of the sample that the learner is the least certain of how to label [30] [32] . However, different methods also exists to make the sampling decision such as querying by committee [33] , expected model change [34] , expected error reduction [35] , variance reduction [36] and density weight [34] .
In our case, the classifier makes this sampling decision with the simple but powerful uncertainty sampling method [26] . In order to build an uncertainty sampling method we need a method to evaluate the classifier confidence during the recognition process. It enable to ask the user to label data samples for which the system is likely to make a recognition error, and which will be very interesting for the evolving classifier learning.
This paper focuses on the online active supervision of a recognition system, in the context of customized gesture command. Optimizing user-system interaction in this cross-learning context is actually an active learning problem called stream sampling. We use an evolving fuzzy classifier to cope with this online learning situation. Next section present the evolving classifier we use, which is a fuzzy inference system. Its architecture will be presented, as well as the confidence measure that is used to evaluate recognition confidence and make the active learning sampling decision.
Evolving Fuzzy System Overview
This work is based on the evolving classifier Evolve [9, 37] , which is a first order Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). It is able to start learning from scratch, add new classes on-the-fly and learn incrementally, which makes it very suitable for customized gesture command learning. However, it is interesting to notice that the Intuisup supervisor, combining the supervision strategies, the sampling algorithm and the boosting method, is independent from the classifier. Any other evolving classifier could be used with our approach, provided that a confidence measure is available to make the active learning sampling decision.
This Section presents the evolving classifier on which this work is based to recognize gesture commands: Evolve [9] , which is a first order Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). We start by presenting some related works and describing the architecture of a first order FIS. Next, we present the incremental learning algorithm for the online learning of Evolve. Then, we present the confidence measure that is used by the IntuiSup supervisor to trigger user interactions.
Related Works
Evolving fuzzy systems are not new [38] , but have really started to be used in the last decade [6, 7] and then intensively studied [39, 40, 41] . DENFIS [42] , eTS [6, 43] and FLEXFIS [44] are among the first evolving fuzzy systems. A lot of similar fuzzy systems have been presented since then. Evolve [9] uses generalized fuzzy rules in arbitrarily rotated position for increased precision, which was then re-used on regression problems [45] Another simplified alternative to define the antecedent part of fuzzy evolving systems has been presented, using data Clouds and density distribution [46] . GENEFIS [47] delivers a sensible trade-off between high predictive accuracy and parsimonious rule base while reckoning tractable rule.
Evolving fuzzy system can handle concept drifts [41] , mainly with the integration of gradual forgetting factors. PANFIS [48] can split, merge or remove fuzzy rules to improve concept drifts adaptation. pClass [49] can also recall old rules to better follow reoccurring concepts.
Most of the fuzzy models cited above are of type 1 [38] . Recently, type 2 model have been presented [50, 51] . They use non-linear Chebyshev polynomials as rule conclusions to obtain better performances.
Some evolving fuzzy systems also integrate active learning strategies. Most of them are based on rejection principles, like the single-pass active learning approach of Lughofer [52] , employing reliability concepts in the form of confusion and distance rejection (so-called conflict and ignorance models); on confusion measure [53] . Active learning modules can also be incorporated into meta-cognitive learning algorithm [54, 51] . The problem of active learning under concept drifts has also been studied by Lughofer et al. [55] , who monitors the classifier behavior with a modified version of the Page-Hinkley statistical test.
Our approach, namely the IntuiSup supervisor, is also based on rejection principles. However, it extends previous approaches in the sense that it combines implicit and explicit supervision in its active learning strategy. This strategy make it possible to take advantage of the applicative context of gesture command recognition to further reduce user interaction requirements. The IntuiSup supervisor is also designed to handle smoothly gradual and abrupt concept drifts, with its boosted learning strategy (See Section 6).
System Architecture
We focus here on Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS) [56] , with first order conclusion structure -called Takagi-Sugeno FIS [38] . FIS have demonstrated their good performance for incremental classification of changing data flows [7] . Moreover, they can easily be trained online -in real time -and have a good behavior with new classes. In this section, we present the architecture of the evolving FIS Evolve [9] on which this work is based.
A Fuzzy Inference System consists of a set of fuzzy inference rules like the following example [40] [57] .
where x ∈ R n is the feature vector, C (i) the fuzzy prototype associated to the i-th rule andŷ (i) ∈ R c the output vector of the i-th rule. Rule premises are the fuzzy membership to rule prototypes, which are clusters in the input space. Rule conclusions are fuzzy membership to all classes, that are combined to produce system output.
Premise Structure
Our model uses rotated hyper-elliptical prototypes that are each defined by a center µ (i) ∈ R n and a co-variance matrix
where n is the number of features) [9] .
By taking into consideration the covariance between features, we allow our fuzzy prototypes to have a rotated hyper-elliptical form. The activation degree α (i) (x) of each fuzzy prototype is computed as follows [6] :
Conclusion Structure
In a first order FIS, rule conclusions are linear functions of the input [6] :
The i-th rule conclusion can be reformulated as:
with Θ (i) ∈ R n×c the matrix of the linear functions coefficients of the i-th rule:
Inference Process
The inference process consists of three steps [6] : 1. Activation degree is computed for every rule and then normalized as follows:
where r is the number of rules. 2. Rules outputs are computed using Equation 7 and system output is obtained by sum-product inference:
3. Predicted class is the one corresponding to the highest output:
Figure 2 represents a FIS with first order conclusion structure as a radial basis function (RBF) neural network [58] .
Rule Creation
In Evolve, rule creation is triggered by the incremental clustering algorithm eClustering [6] .
When a new sample arrives, it will either integrate an existing cluster, of create a new one. New clusters shall only be created for new data samples containing enough new information, meaning that they should be significantly different from existing clusters. To evaluate the importance of new samples regarding the existing clustering, we use their potential values. The potential of a data sample is defined as the inverse of the sum of all its distances to other data samples [59] :
This potential can also be computed recursively [6] :
Where
When the potential of the new sample is greater than the potentials of every existing clusters, then a new cluster is created, based on this sample. The potentials of existing clusters C (i) are also updated on the arrival of a new sample:
x · θ 
Incremental Learning Process
Let x i (i = 1..t) be the i-th data sample, M i the model at time i, and f the learning algorithm. The incremental learning process can be defined as follows:
whereas a batch learning process would be:
In our classifier Evolve [9] , both rule premises and conclusions are incrementally adapted:
1. Rule prototypes are statistically updated to model the runtime data:
2. Rule conclusions parameters are optimized on the data flow, using the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm:
Confidence Measure
This section presents the confidence measure that is used by the IntuiSup supervisor to make the active learning sampling decision.
For the explicit supervision strategy presented in this article, we use an inner confidence measure evaluating the classifier confusion degree. This measure allows the sampling of data that they are between the classifier models of two classes, and are hence very interesting for the classifier training. Usually, confidence measures, like reject options, are based on system output (membership to all classes). However, we try to evaluate our model quality from a very early stage of the online learning process. As a result, rules conclusions are still rough and unsettled, and not very representative of the system confidence. Instead of using rule conclusions, which are the discriminative part of our system, we base our confidence measure on rule premises, which are the generative part of our classifier. This makes it possible to detect confusion when gestures activate different prototypes at similar levels, which means that those samples are between the different models of our system. We evaluate system confidence using the principles of confusion reject options.
The Mahalanobis distance is used to compute the distance of a data sample x to the prototypes C (i) (defined by their center µ (i) and co-variance matrix
From this distances, we compute similarity measures in the same way as prototype activation.
With this similarity measures, we compute system confidence as:
con f idence = sim f irst − sim second sim f irst (27) Where sim f irst and sim second are the first and the second highest similarity values. A data sample is then flagged as confusing, and rejected, when its confidence is below a certain threshold. The sampling of samples is subject to the error/interaction trade-off (which is quite similar to the error/rejection tradeoff). As the threshold increases, the number of selected gestures raises and the number of classification errors reduces. A high threshold will yield many selections, which will reduce system error rate, whereas a low threshold will yield only a few selections, which will reduce user interaction. There is a trade-off between the classifier error rate and the user interaction rate.
To choose a compromise, one must define the cost of an error of classification, and the cost of a user interaction (necessary or not). On the one hand, a selection will make the system ask the user to validate or correct the recognized label. On the other hand, an error of classification will force the user to cancel/undo his command and try to do it again. Our goal is to select data that doesn't fit well into the classifier model to improve its model, but also permit to reduce classification errors. However, we don't want to select too many data samples and solicit the user too often.
We did a survey among the 62 users that participated in our testing campaign [60] . A selection was rated annoying with an average score of 3.96, on a scale from 0 to 10, whereas a recognition error was rated annoying with an average score of 6.71. It seems reasonable to assume that an error is twice more annoying than a selection since an error force the user to cancel/undo the executed command and to retry the intended command, whereas a selection only require a validation or a correction. As a result, we will try, as much as possible, to have twice as much selection as errors, what we can call the E2SR: 1 Error for 2 Selection Rate. As the classifier is evolving, the sampling method will have to evolve as well to maintain this compromise of E2SR.
Following Section presents the IntuiSup supervisor, with its combined implicit and explicit supervision strategies (that we developed with the classifier confidence measure). Next section will then present in detaids the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm that maintains the desired error/interaction compromise over time.
The IntuiSup Supervisor
This section presents the IntuiSup supervisor and details the online active supervision strategy we developed, combining implicit and explicit supervision. The implicit supervision mechanism takes advantage of user next action to implicitly label the majority of correctly classified data, to strengthen the classifier model. The explicit supervision mechanism makes it possible to learn from complex data samples that are hard to recognize, and from which it is very beneficial to learn. It uses the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm to trigger user interactions using the classifier confidence measure as input.
In the context of gesture commands, users initialize the system with a few gestures per class (three in our experimentation). To improve gesture command recognition, the classifier learns incrementally during its use. At the same time that the classifier is learning, so is the user: he has to memorize which gesture is associated with which command [4] . In this cross-learning situation, different cases can happen:
Case A The user draws the right gesture which is rightly recognized: the intended command is executed;
Case B The user makes a mistake and draws a wrong gesture;
Case C The classifier makes a mistake and recognizes a wrong command;
Case D The supervisor select the gesture and asks the user to confirm or correct its recognition.
When either the user or the system makes a mistake (case B or C), the command which is executed is not the one that was intended. The user has to cancel/undo that command and try again to do the one he intended. According to this, data can be divided into four categories like shown in Figure 3 . The classifier learning algorithm is a supervised algorithm, it is hence necessary to label run-time data. The supervision strategy is two folded: it combines implicit supervision, without interacting with the user, and explicit supervision, that solicits the user to obtain data true labels. Figure 4 show the online active learning supervision process of the IntuiDoc supervisor. The implicit and explicit supervision mechanism are detailed below.
Implicit supervision: without user interaction
Self supervision consists of labeling run-time data with the labels recognized by the classifier, without interacting with the user. However, this labeling will contain mistakes each time gestures are wrongly recognized. To avoid deteriorating the classifier model by learning on mislabeled data, we take advantage of user next action, to learn only when he implicitly validates the recognized label. The implicit supervision strategy is a form of semi-supervised learning, that allow run-time data labeling without soliciting the user. In practice, when the user draws a gesture, it is recognized by the classifier and the corresponding command is executed. Two cases are then possible.
• The user cancels or undo this command, either because it doesn't correspond to the gesture he has drawn (classification error, category C of Figure 3 ), either because he has drawn a wrong gesture (memorization error, category B), or just because he has changed his mind.
• The user continues his actions, which is likely to indicate that the executed command suits his needs, he implicitly validates the recognition (category A).
The implicit supervision is to use the recognized label, but only when it is implicitly validated by the user (by doing another command than cancel/undo). The classifier will learn from the data samples it has correctly recognized (category A), but it will not learn from his mistakes (category C), nor from the user mistakes (category B), rather than risking to learn with a wrong label. This strategy allows being sure not to deteriorate the classifier model, but reduces the number of data samples that can be used for the online learning. The drawback of the implicit supervision is that it only allows learning from correctly recognized data. Learning from incorrectly classified data is much more interesting, but requires user interactions.
Explicit supervision: labeling by user interactions
Learning from incorrectly recognized data samples requires user interactions to obtain the true labels of the unknown gestures. It is obvious that soliciting the user after each command would be very tedious. We must carefully select the data samples we ask the user to label: it's an active learning problem. To do so, the supervisor uses the ESU algorithm that we developed to select the data samples the system is the least certain of how to classify: it's the uncertainty sampling principle. Those data samples aren't well described by the classifier model, and it will be very beneficial to learn from them. By doing so, the evolving classifier can learn from the gestures that are complex to recognize (category D of Figure 3) , and for which it would have probably made a mistake, thus reducing the error rate at the same time.
Overall, data from categories B and C of Figure 3 isn't used because labels haven't been validated, neither explicitly nor implicitly. Only data from categories A (implicitly validated) and D (explicitly validated) are used by the IntuiSup supervisor to learn the classifier. This choice takes out a few data samples that aren't used for learning the classifier, but makes it possible to be sure not to deteriorate its model by learning on potentially mis-labeled data. As a consequence, the supervisor sampling algorithm has a great influence on the classifier learning process. The more data is selected, the more data is available to train the classifier and learning from complex data is very beneficial for the classifier model.
The efficiency of this IntuiSup supervisor will be demonstrated by the experimentation presented in Section 7. Following section details the ESU sampling method that is used by the IntuiSup supervisor to trigger user interactions.
Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU)
This section present the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm, which takes the classifier confidence measure as input, and use it to sample data for the classifier learning. The ESU algorithm makes the sampling evolve to maintain the desired error/interaction compromise over time. The context of customized gesture commands implies a cross-learning problem: the user has to memorize the gesture set, and the classifier has to learn the class models. In this cross-learning situation, we try to make user and system cooperate as best as possible, with sampling based user interactions. As a result, we need to make the sampling capacity change and adapt to this dynamic environment in order to maintain the desired error/interaction compromise.
To optimize system learning, and hence system performance, we can tune the sampling capacity to increase data labeling, but we need to keep in mind its impact on user interactions. It is necessary to find a good compromise between the number of recognition errors, and the number of user interactions. The most simple strategy is to choose a constant sampling threshold that optimizes the error/interaction trade-off [61] [62] in a similar way than a reject option. The data samples with the highest probability of being mis-recognized are selected, and for an offline system, selected data is homogeneously distributed over time. However, our system is evolving and will improve with time; as a consequence, the number of selected data will decrease over time. In the survey we conducted, users rated errors twice more annoying than selections (sampling and user interaction), which leds us to choose the E2SR compromise: 1 Error for 2 Selections Rate. It is then necessary to make the sampling capacity evolve to maintain this E2SR compromise, as classifier performance will change with time (improve, or worsen in case of concept drift).
The strategy that we follow is to adapt the sampling threshold to maintain the error/interaction compromise as system learns and the environment changes. To make the sampling capacity evolve and follow system evolution, we have developed an online algorithm that updates the sampling threshold as system learns: the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm.
In this Section, we describe and compare three algorithms:
• Kalman filter based algorithm,
• Automatic Multiple Threshold Learning (AMTL) algorithm,
• the new ESU algorithm.
The two first are state-of-the-art algorithms that we adapted to our online learning situation, but whose performance are limited on our problem (as we will see in Section 7). We developed a third one specifically for this problem: the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm. The ESU algorithm updates the sampling threshold in a preventive way, which makes it more efficient, whereas the two firsts only update the threshold when some unrecognized data is not selected (mis-acceptation), or when some data are selected and correctly recognized (misselection).
Automatic Multiple Thresholds Learning (AMTL) Algorithm
The Automatic Multiple Thresholds Learning (AMTL) algorithm [63] [64] is a generic algorithm to learn multiple rejection thresholds. It is a greedy algorithm based on empiric heuristics. AMTL uses both examples and counter examples to set the threshold according to the desired error/reject compromise.
The AMTL algorithm starts with a high rejection threshold, that rejects all learning samples. Then, it decreases the rejection threshold accepting more and more target examples, and inevitably some counter examples. The algorithm stops when the desired error/reject compromise is achieved on the learning data set. AMTL isn't an online algorithm, it requires a learning set to optimize the threshold. It can be used in an incremental way with the use of a sliding window. However, using a window of past data is costly in term of memory requirements.
The AMTL algorithm can easily be used to optimize the selection threshold, which is similar to a reject option. The error/reject trade-off is then replaced by the error/selection tradeoff.
The main interest and advantage of the AMTL algorithm is that it optimizes the threshold to reach the desired error/selection compromise directly. We just have to choose the desired compromise value, the E2SR according to user survey results for instance, and the algorithm does the optimization.
However, the AMTL algorithm only updates the threshold(s) when mis-selections or a mis-acceptations happen. Misselections are correctly classified examples that were selected, whereas they would have been used by the implicit supervision strategy. Mis-acceptations are incorrectly classified examples that were accepted, and are hence not used for the classifier learning whereas it would have been beneficial. Threshold adaptation is only corrective, which lacks of reactivity in an online environment.
Kalman Filter Based Algorithm
This algorithm uses the Kalman filter principle [65] to estimate the separation between correctly and incorrectly recognized samples. The Kalman filter is a linear quadratic estimation algorithm that produces statistically optimal estimates of unknown variables from noisy data. In our case, we feed the Kalman filter with all the mis-selections and mis-acceptations, in order to estimate the separation between examples that should be accepted and (counter) examples that should be selected. The Kalman filter based algorithm starts from an initial separation value and corrects it each time a data sample is either mis-selected or mis-accepted. The selection threshold is then set according to this separation to obtain the desired error/interaction compromise.
The Kalman algorithm is a two-step process. In the prediction step, the variable x t representing the separation between examples and counter examples, and its uncertainty p t , are predicted from past values x t−1 and p t−1 , and where q and r are the process and the measurement noises.
In the update step, predicted values are corrected with current observation y t to obtain more accurate predictions.
x t = x t + k t * (y t − x t ) (31)
From this separation, we set a ratio θ to obtain the threshold yielding the desired error/interaction trade-off.
The Kalman filter based algorithm is a very efficient way of tracking the separation between examples and counter examples from the very noisy measurements we have. The drawback of this approach is that the threshold is updated only when the selection process fails, i.e. when some example is either misselected or mis-accepted. In other words, like for the AMTL algorithm, we only update the threshold in a corrective manner, not a preventive manner.
Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) Algorithm
We designed a new algorithm to adapt the sampling to the classifier evolution in a online way. The Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm adapts the selection threshold not in a corrective manner but on a continuous preventive basis instead. We designed an indicator ζ t of the system confidence evolution, and we use that indicator to make the sampling threshold evolve accordingly. Estimating system confidence progression is done by following the confidence measure evolution, that we estimate from the mean and standard deviation changes.
The threshold is computed as follows. We estimate the moving average µ t and moving standard deviation σ t over the last nb samples:
Where nb = max (t, nb max ) and nb max is the maximum number of samples taken into account. From µ t and σ t we compute our system confidence indicator as:
Then, we set a ratio θ to obtain the threshold t t yielding the desired error/interaction compromise.
The major interest of this statistical algorithm is that it is preventive, not corrective. It updates the selection threshold for every data sample, even if it is a correct selection or a correct acceptation. On the contrary, the two previous algorithms (Kalman and AMTL) only update the threshold for the data samples that aren't correctly positioned with respect to the threshold: a false acceptation or a false selection. The effectiveness of the ESU method will be shown in Section 7.
The Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm makes it possible to efficiently update the selection threshold to maintain the desired error/interaction compromise. It makes the active learning sampling capacity, which is used by the IntuiSup supervisor, evolve with the classifier and its environment. In addition to this evolving sampling mechanism, we created an boosted method B-ESU that fasten system learning, both at the beginning of system use and in case of concept drift.
Boosted -Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (B-ESU)
This section presents the boosted method B-ESU we designed to optimize user interaction impact and improve system learning speed. The idea is to redistribute learning data, to concentrate more samples at judicious times, instead of having an uniform distribution over time. This method makes it possible to fasten system initial convergence, and adaptation to concept drifts, by increasing the quantity of learning data at judicious times, and then reducing user interactions when the learning process has converged.
Concept Drift Adaptation with the Learning Boost
The error/interaction trade-off is quite complex in this online learning situation. Selecting data that would have been mis-recognized not only represents avoided mistakes, selected data also represents additional learning data. Additional learning data means an opportunity to improve the system, and an improved system will make fewer mistakes in the future, hence requiring fewer selections.
The intuition of what we do is that, for the same number of selected data, we will obtain a better system if we concentrate those data at the beginning of the utilization of the system, because it accelerates the learning process. We thus propose a boosting method based on system performance evolution to increase the selection rate during the initial learning phase and when concept drifts appear. This higher selection rate will increase the quantity of learning data that is explicitly labeled by the user, fasten system improvement, and finally allows reducing the interaction rate to an even lower value.
This feature make it possible to follow concept drifts, whether gradual or abrupt, in a smooth way. The knowledge of the system is continuously updated, but the learning boost speed up the adaptation during concept drifts.
The idea of the learning boost concept is to adapt the selection rate to the classifier learning rate. We want to have a high selection rate while the system is learning, to improve its performance faster. Then, when system performance is better, the selection rate can be reduced because fewer errors are made, and the number of user interactions can then be lower.
We choose to link the learning boost, i.e. the selection threshold increase, to the error rate evolution. This method permit the automatic adaptation of the learning boost to system evolution. When there are few new classes that are easy to recognize, the error rate decreases quickly and the learning boost rapidly fades. On the contrary, when the new classes are numerous and complex to recognize, the learning boost remains until system learning converges.
In the end, when system learning has converged after the change, the error/interaction compromise that we obtain with this boosting method is more interesting. Fewer errors and interactions will be made during the future use of the classifier.
If another concept drift happens, the error rate will rise and the learning boost will appear again, until the novelty is learned. The learning boost accelerate system learning speed, during both the initial learning phase and environment changes.
Boosted Method B-ESU
In practice, the learning boost is achieved by a temporary increase of the selection threshold which is done by adding a boosting term.
The boosting term of the selection threshold is linked to the absolute value of the gradient of system recognition rate:
The gradient of system recognition rate is approximated as the difference between a short term and a medium term running average.
Where µ k is the running average of the error rate on (approximately) the k last samples. Finally, we limit the boosting term in order not to exceed a maximum interaction rate, to avoid bothering users too much.
In our experiments, we set k to five times the number of classes, and and use a maximum boost giving 25% of user interaction. With the boosted method B-ESU, the classifier is learning faster and adapting to concept drifts quicker.
The following section presents the experimentation we conducted to evaluate our approach.
Experimentation
This section presents the experimental validation of the IntuiSup supervisor for the online active supervision of an evolving classifier. The objective is to improve system recognition performance as much as possible, but without soliciting the user too often. We validated experimentally the combination of implicit and explicit supervision strategies for learning the evolving classifier. We show the effectiveness of the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm for adapting the sampling capacity, and maintain the desired error/interaction compromise. We also validated the efficiency of the boosted method B-ESU to accelerate system learning speed, during both initial learning and concept drifts.
Evaluation Database
We evaluate our approach on the ILG Data Base 1 [10] using the supplied HBF49 [66] feature set.
This database contains handwritten gestures that have been collected in an immersive environment. The users were asked to customize and use gesture commands in a picture browser/editor, and were not aware that their gesture were recorded. ILGDB contains 6629 mono-stroke gestures, belonging to 21 classes, that have been drawn by 38 writers. This database is very interesting and unique for three main reasons.
First, gestures are ordered chronologically in their drawing order. This chronological order allows seeing changes in user writing styles with time, as the writers evolve from novice to expert as shown figure 5. This is a very unique property among handwritten gesture database, which is necessary to get a realistic evaluation of an online system that adapts to the writer evolution.
Second, class frequencies varies, from 5 to 17 samples per class (per writer). The data stream of each writer is divided in 5 phases, and for two of them classes are drawn at different frequencies, some are even not used. This feature makes this database even more realistic and representative of the real use of an online classifier for gesture command recognition.
Third, for the majority of the database, gesture sets were freely chosen by the writers themselves. That makes the gestures various and very diversified, which is representative of the real use of a customizable system. Some gesture samples invented by ILGDB writers are presented in Figure 6 .
These three reasons make this database very realistic and unique. Moreover, it is representative of the real use of a online classifier for gesture command recognition.
The supplied HBF49 [66] feature set is a unified feature representation for universal online symbol recognition. It was designed to cover all the aspects needed for symbol recognition with various characteristics: online, offline, mono-stroke, multi-stroke, and in various contest: handwritten digits, mathematical symbols, iconic gestures, geometrical objects, architectural objects, etc. This versatility makes it very suitable for user defined gesture commands recognition. HBF49 provides a baseline for symbol recognition systems and also serves as a universal benchmarking representation.
Evaluation Protocol
Drawn symbols are distributed into five phases for each writer. Phase 0 (three symbols per class) is used for system initialization, and phases 1 to 5 (∼ 120 symbols) simulate system use with varying class frequencies. For our experiments, we used 20 random triplets of users (noted U, V and W) that used the same gesture set (group 3). This protocol makes it possible to simulate a longer use of gesture commands with two concept drifts when writer changes (from U to V, and from V to W). We initialize our system on phase 0 of the first writer (U0) and use phases 1 to 3 of the three writers (U1, U2, U3, V1, V2, V3, W1, W2 and W3, ∼ 270 symbols) to simulate the online learning of our classifier. We tested our system performance on phase 4 of the three writers (U4 + V4 + W4 = 63 symbols) between each of the nine utilization/learning phases.
The error/interaction trade-off is very similar to the error/rejection trade-off. To evaluate the performance of an offline system with a reject option, the most common measure used is the area under the error/reject curve. However, this approach is irrelevant with an online system, where it is not possible to choose any operating point on the error/reject curve. For an Figure 7 : Error/selection curves and operating point evolution over time.
online system, the error/reject curve is obtained for the operating point used during the online learning phase, and changing the operating point also changes the curve! Figure 7 shows the evolution of the error/selection curves, and their associated operating points, with time.
In order to evaluate the performance of an online system with a sampling option, we propose a new approach: the error/interaction ratio trajectory. This trajectory allows seeing the changes of the error/interaction compromise, and evaluating if the desired compromise is maintained over time. Additionally, the final operating point enable to evaluate the final state of the system, and compare different configuration in term of error/interaction performance. Table 1 presents the final raw error rates (including errors among selected samples) obtained on ILGDB with the implicit (cf. section 4.1) and explicit (cf. section 4.2) supervision strategies. As expected, learning without user supervision, neither implicit nor explicit, but using the labels proposed by the classifier itself (self supervision), deteriorates the classifier performance: the raw error rate (including selected samples) raises from 11.53% to 13.28%. It is better not to learn at all, than to learn on potentially mislabeled samples that damage the classifier model. The implicit supervision strategy allows a recognition performance improvement (raw error rate reduction from 11.53% to 10.15%), but not as much as the explicit strategy (raw error rate of 7.27%). It is essential for the classifier to be able to learn from its mistakes. Finally, the IntuiSup supervisor, which combined implicit and explicit supervision, makes it possible to improve efficiently the classifier model performance (raw error rate of 6.52%). Table 2 present the raw error rate (including selected samples) and user interaction rates obtained for the eventual labeling of the remaining data (category B and C of figure 3) . The reference strategy, without using data from category B and C, is the above IntuiSup supervisor (raw error rate of 6.52%). Using part B and C requires an additional labeling strategy. Automatic labeling with system output doesn't help because those data samples contains recognition errors, the error rate even rise a little (from 6.52% to 6.77%). Explicitly asking the user to label those data samples makes it possible to reduce system error rate from 6.77% to 5.51%, but at the cost of a lot of user interactions. The user interaction rate indeed goes from 7.64% to 16.4% (5.71% of memorization errors, 1.63% of recognition errors, 9.02% of sampling). It means going from 4.80 to 10.32 user interactions on the 63 symbols test set (115% of relative augmentation), making this slight performance improvement very costly, and not worthy from the user point of view. Finally, we don't use data from category B and C in the online learning process of the classifier, which represents 9% of the total data. The IntuiSup supervisor uses implicitly validated data (category A of figure 3), and explicitly validated data (category D) to optimize both system performance and user interactions. Figure 8 compares the three algorithms for the selection threshold evolution (Kalman, AMTL and ESU), and the constant threshold strategy as reference.
Implicit and Explicit Supervision

Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU)
Even if the selection threshold stays constant, the recognition system evolves and improves, which makes the error/interaction compromise change. When system performance improves, so does average system confidence. As a result, system interaction rate decreases faster than the error rate, and the error/interaction compromise changes. Moreover, concept drifts also modify the error/interaction compromise.
The objective is to maintain the desired E2SR compromise of twice as much selections (interactions) as errors, that suits users best (represented by the dotted diagonal on Figure 8 ). The AMTL algorithm gives similar performance to the constant threshold. The Kalman based algorithm fails to maintain the error/interaction compromise, and yield too much errors and very few interactions. On the contrary, the ESU method is able to follow system improvement, and adapt the selection threshold accordingly. This algorithm globally follows the target diagonal, and gives a compromise of 3.96% of errors for 6.18% of selections (interactions).
It is noteworthy that the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm could follow any other given error/interaction compromise than the E2SR (1 Error for 2 Selection Rate), like the E3SR (1 Error for 3 Selection Rate) for instance (as shown Figure 9 ). Figure 9 shows the effects of our boosted method B-ESU, on an evolving threshold. The boosting method increases the interaction rate at the beginning and reduces it as system learns. In the end, the error/interaction ratio obtained when using the boosting method is more interesting. The error rate is 16% lower (from 3.96% to 3.31%) than the one obtained without boosting, for the same interaction rate (6.33%).
Boosted -Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (B-ESU)
For the purpose of comparison, Figure 9 also shows the curve obtained without boosting, but with a higher threshold and a different error/interaction compromise: the E3SR, to get the same final error rate (3.31%). Increasing the threshold (without boosting) to get the same final error rate (3.31%), yield a increase of 27% of the interaction rate: from 6.33% to 8.01%. Overall, the boosted method B-ESU allows a performance improvement, in term of error rate as well as interaction rate.
We can also notice on figure 9 that the interaction rate slightly increases at the operating points at phases V1 and W1 (shown with black arrows on figure 9) with the boosting method, whereas it sharply decreases without. Those two points actually corresponds to the slight concept drifts due to the changes of writer. When the writer changes, the drawing style also changes, which generates a slight increase of the error rate. As a consequence, the B-ESU method increases the interaction rate to boost system learning and fasten the adaptation to the concept drift. Table 3 presents the average number of user interactions on the testing data set between each learning phase. The (average) total number of solicitations on the whole experiment goes from 31.0 to 34.5 with the boosted method B-ESU (11.3% of relative augmentation). However, this augmentation is temporary, the number of user interactions is back at the same level at the end of the experiment: 2.1 user interactions in average on the test set. Slightly modifying user interactions during the beginning of system use, and during concept drifts, enable to decrease the error rate by 16% (from 3.96 to 3.31) at the end of the experiment, and thus for the future use of the recognition system. Comparing to a higher threshold (for the E3SR compromise), using a lower threshold with the boosted method B-ESU makes it possible to reduce the number of user interactions by 5.5% (from 34.5 to 36.5) during the experiment; and allows reducing the interaction rate by 20.8% (from 8.01 to 6.33).
Conclusion
Learning a classifier for the recognition of gesture commands is an online learning situation that requires a supervision strategy to label run-time data. Most of correctly recognized data can be labeled implicitly with users next action, but it is essential to be able to learn from mis-recognized data. To do so, it is necessary to interact with the user to be able to label complex data and improve the classifier model efficiently. On the other hand, constantly soliciting the user is tedious, and considerably reduces the easiness of use of gesture commands. A compromise must be chosen between the number of user interactions and the number of recognition errors.
We have studied the impact of different supervision strategies and showed the effectiveness of the IntuiSup supervisor for the online learning of an evolving classifier of gesture commands. We have seen that some data can be implicitly labeled, to reinforce system knowledge without soliciting the user. As it is fundamental to be able to learn from mis-recognized data samples -with their correct labels -to improve the classifier performance, we interact with the user to actively supervise the classifier online learning. In particular, we use a confidence measure from the classifier to make the sampling decision of our active learning strategy and learn from data samples that don't fit the classifier model.
There is a trade-off between the numbers of errors and interactions, so we conducted an user survey to choose the compromise of 1 Error for 2 Selections Rate (E2SR). As we are facing an online learning situation, the error/interaction compromise will change with system improvement. We presented the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm, based on a statistic modeling of system evolution, that successfully makes the sampling capacity evolve to maintain the desired error/interaction compromise.
In addition of the evolving sampling capacity, we also presented the boosted method B-ESU to fasten system learning speed. This method increases the interaction rate at the beginning of system use, and during concept drifts, to fasten system learning process. This quicker improvement of the classifier performance then enables to reduce the sampling rate, because the classifier makes less mistakes, and hence to reduce user interactions.
This paper has presented a novel approach for the online active learning of gesture commands -namely the IntuiSup supervisor -with three contributions: the combination of implicit and explicit supervision strategies, the Evolving Sampling by Uncertainty (ESU) algorithm and the boosted method B-ESU. Our approach improves the recognition system performance on the experimentation we conducted on the ILG Data Base.
